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I am not ashamed to say when I hear this music again it brings tears to my heart. Innocence lost,
gained once I hear this time and time again. For someone that loves to listen to metal, rock,
country, classic rock, even some top 40, never ashamed of my roots and open mind that I still
have even now! Thanks for sharing, this is awesome and thank you girl for the good times we all
had at the house parties, and high school dances miss it all, wish I could transport myself back for
now memories remain deep inside our hearts of times long gone but so true to our hearts and
souls.
-Andrew Levario
I love Safire, By the way, fuck you Justin Bieber and Miley Cyrus wherever you are.This is real music.
-budfr
I Am drug and disease free but wish i could go back in time to the 80s for one day and do a line of
coke and party all night :D maybe ill do one time when i get wealthy ahahaha ,sike.
-MRDESTRUCTION26
I had the best BMX Bike on the block ... 1988/89
-TheCornCobbers
The first thought that comes to mind on this song, is TOMMY & KIMBERLY from Mighty Morphin
Power Rangers. And their serious relationship connection. As Rita the evil villain is more of satan
like to separate the 2, and that won't happen to T&K. ooooh yeah!
-Eric Brown
Back then it was about the MUSIC, CLOTHES, CLUBS,THE HOUSE PARTIES,DITCHING
PARTIES, HIGH SCHOOL DANCES, THE HAIR, THE DANCE MOVES, THE GUYS AND GIRLS
AND CRUISING HOLLYWOOD BLVD! WE USE TO RECORD MUSIC ON TAPES LOL OF
THESE SONGS AND GIVING IT THE PERSON THAT WE WERE IN LOVE WITH.LOL JUST TO
LET THEM KNOW HOW WE FELT ABOUT THEM.
IT WAS SO MUCH FUN BACK THEN. THESE KIDS TODAY HAVE NO IDEA
THE FUN WE HAD! GOOD TIMES!! FREESTYLE FOREVER!!!!!
-Leslie A.
freesttyle is bubble gum long live house music
-Luis Deliz

How can there be 60 dislikes?
-Mou Jalout
I wonder how many of yall did cocaine to this song?
-MRDESTRUCTION26
Who sings a song that says mmhmm yeah yeah nand it says Yolanda lol idk I heard it one time n
never heard it again someone please help
-Natale Gomez
Miss those days even tho i wasn't. Born on thise days but still
-Jolisa Almodovar
What happin to this music. I remember years ago picking up Julian jumpin Perez
when. He first ever came to Chicago rock in that big hair. now dudes an ass. Bad boy bill was one
of the best I made out with Lil Suszy I think we were 14/13. Ooo the old days keep the mixes
coming
-C. Osi
I'm gonna be 50 yrs old and if I live another 50 yrs I will still be listening to freestyle. you can dance
to it, exercise to it and even make love to it. Thanks Bro!
-Ron 3rillz
trying to collect new ones to start another one , better yet older ones , you are welcome
-TheMusikVault

